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Understanding and controlling the interaction of graphene-based
materials with cell membranes is key to the development of
graphene-enabled biomedical technologies and to the manage-
ment of graphene health and safety issues. Very little is known
about the fundamental behavior of cell membranes exposed to
ultrathin 2D synthetic materials. Here we investigate the inter-
actions of graphene and few-layer graphene (FLG) microsheets
with three cell types and with model lipid bilayers by combining
coarse-grained molecular dynamics (MD), all-atom MD, analytical
modeling, confocal fluorescence imaging, and electron microscopic
imaging. The imaging experiments show edge-first uptake and
complete internalization for a range of FLG samples of 0.5- to
10-μm lateral dimension. In contrast, the simulations show large en-
ergy barriers relative to kBT for membrane penetration by model
graphene or FLG microsheets of similar size. More detailed simu-
lations resolve this paradox by showing that entry is initiated at
corners or asperities that are abundant along the irregular edges
of fabricated graphene materials. Local piercing by these sharp
protrusions initiates membrane propagation along the extended
graphene edge and thus avoids the high energy barrier calculated
in simple idealized MD simulations. We propose that this mecha-
nism allows cellular uptake of even large multilayer sheets of mi-
crometer-scale lateral dimension, which is consistent with our
multimodal bioimaging results for primary human keratinocytes,
human lung epithelial cells, and murine macrophages.
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Graphene is a 2D plate-like material consisting of a single
layer of hexagonally arranged carbon atoms with extraordi-

nary electrical (1), mechanical (2), and thermal properties (3).
Bilayer, trilayer (4), few-layer graphene, and multilayer struc-
tures with thickness <100 nm are closely related nanomaterials
that are often manufactured by thermal exfoliation of graphite
and often exist as dry powders during processing (5), which
increases the probability of workplace exposure. For the pur-
poses of this article, we refer to this set of structures as “graphene-
family nanomaterials” (GFNs) (6). Many GFNs have aerody-
namic diameters less than 5 μm and thus fall into the category of
potentially respirable materials. Even GFNs with large lateral
dimensions (>20 μm) typically fall in the potentially respirable
range, and for these the large lateral dimension presents chal-
lenges for macrophage-mediated clearance, raising the possibility
of long residence times in the lung (7). Workplace measurements
and laboratory simulations have documented the potential for
human inhalation exposure to engineered nanomaterials during
several steps in manufacturing processes (8). In addition to in-
halation of dry powders, carbon-based nanomaterials can become
airborne during sonication of particles in suspension (9) and
during cutting or drilling of composites. In addition to occupa-
tional exposures, GFNs may be deliberately implanted or injec-
ted for biomedical applications that include biosensors (10),

tissue scaffolds (11, 12), carriers for drug delivery (13, 14) or
gene therapy (15), antibacterial agents (16), and bioimaging
probes (17, 18). The large specific surface area of graphene
allows high-density biofunctionalization or drug loading (19, 20)
and more efficient tumor targeting capability (13), and gra-
phene may also offer lower toxicity and better manufacturing
reproducibility than some other material platforms (18, 21).
The lateral dimensions of GFNs span orders of magnitude,

from 10 nm to >100 μm (larger than most target cells), and the
maximum dimensions of a nanomaterial are important for cell
uptake, renal clearance, blood–brain barrier transport, and many
other biological phenomena. Graphene-based sheets of small
lateral dimension (<100 nm) are being developed for drug de-
livery and diagnostic applications. These “nanosheets” have been
observed to enter cells (6, 13–15, 17, 18) and their membrane
translocation has been studied experimentally (22) and through
simulation (23, 24). Titov and coworkers conducted coarse-
grained molecular dynamics simulations to study the interaction
of small graphene and few-layer graphene (FLG) nanosheets
with a lipid bilayer and reported stable graphene–lipid hybrid
structures (23). Guo et al. studied the translocation of small
graphene nanosheets across lipid bilayers and their effects on
membrane deformation (24). Much less is known about the
fundamental cellular interactions of graphene materials with
micrometer-scale lateral dimension (graphene microsheets) that
are a main thrust in current graphene materials development.
The urgency to develop guidelines for manufacturing safer bio-
medical diagnostics and therapies (6, 18), as well as regulating
occupational and environmental exposure (25, 26), justifies sig-
nificant efforts to clarify the mechanisms of cell membrane
interaction with carbon nanomaterials and with graphene micro-
sheets in particular.
Previous studies of carbon nanotubes entering the cell mem-

brane have suggested that there exists a critical structural di-
mension on the order of the bilayer thickness (around 4 nm),
below which direct penetration into the bilayer becomes possible
and above which receptor-mediated endocytosis is needed for
the uptake (27–29). Graphene is atomically thin in one di-
mension, but typically large in two other dimensions, and our
preliminary modeling work showed large energy barriers for
membrane penetration even when monolayer sheets encounter
the lipid bilayer edge-first. The entry barriers were found to
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be even larger for multilayer graphene materials, which are of
particular interest in our study due to large-scale manufacturing
by exfoliation. It was unclear at the preliminary stage which types
of graphene materials (what range of layer numbers and lateral
dimensions) would be capable of cell entry and by what biophysical
mechanism. We therefore conducted a coupled experimental and
computational study of graphene–membrane interactions, using
molecular dynamics and in vitro cell imaging with emphasis on
the geometry and dynamics of cell penetration and uptake. The
simulations use similar coarse-graining methods to those in our
previous study for the tip entry of carbon nanotubes and related
1D materials (30), but require higher spatial resolution due to
the atomic thickness of graphene. We investigate the atomic-
scale mechanisms of cell interaction with few-layer graphene
microsheets via coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD)
and all-atom steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations.
The CGMD simulations illustrate the dynamic process of gra-
phene–bilayer interaction, whereas the SMD simulations allow
us to determine the energy barriers associated with initial gra-
phene penetration. SMD simulations predict that idealized gra-
phene sheets with smooth edges will not penetrate lipid bilayers
at room temperature due to high energy barriers, even in cases
where the initial encounter is strictly edge-on. Examination of
actual fabricated graphene microsheets reveals highly irregular
edge topographies, and we therefore develop a separate theo-
retical treatment of graphene–bilayer interaction initiated at
sharp corners or protrusions. This latter model predicts that cell
uptake can be initiated by a spontaneous localized piercing of the
membrane at corners or asperities followed by spontaneous
propagation along the graphene edge to achieve full penetration.
These new model predictions are validated by confocal fluores-
cence bioimaging and electron microscopy, which show edge-first
or corner-first membrane penetration and complete cellular in-
ternalization for a range of few-layer graphene microsheets and
three cell types.

Results and Discussion
Coarse-Grained Molecular Dynamics. Fig. 1 shows the CGMD re-
sults for graphene and few-layer graphene interacting with lipid
bilayers. In the first simulation set, a small, rhombic, monolayer
graphene flake with edge length of 6.4 nm is placed initially at
a distance about 4 nm above and parallel to a square patch of
lipid bilayer with 992 lipid molecules and 67,817 water molecules
in a cubic box with edge dimension 24 nm (Fig. 1A). Periodic
boundary conditions are imposed in all three dimensions. Under

thermal fluctuations, the graphene flake undergoes Brownian
motion, including rapid vibration, rotation, and migration in the
vicinity of the bilayer. Spontaneous piercing into the bilayer is
observed to begin as soon as the flake finds a configuration with
one of its sharpest corners oriented nearly orthogonal to the
membrane (Fig. 1 B and C). Piercing is facilitated by the at-
tractive interactions between graphene and the tail groups of
lipids, but occurs only after the tip of the penetrating corner
touches the hydrophobic core of the bilayer. In our CG sim-
ulations, the lipid membrane can be fully penetrated through
by the graphene flake, accompanied by the tilt of the graphene
flake to maximize its coverage with the membrane interior.
The small graphene flake in our simulation eventually ends up
embedded in the bilayer due to its small dimensions (Movie
S1). The simulation of a rhombic graphene flake with two
different corner angles (308and 608) demonstrates that orthog-
onal piercing of the sharpest corner of graphene has the lowest
energy barrier and is the most preferred entry pathway. The
edge planes of graphene have a complex chemistry and are
typically decorated with hydrophilic oxygen functional groups,
whereas in cell culture medium graphene may exhibit adsorbed
proteins that can also reduce apparent hydrophobicity. The set of
GFN samples used in our bioimaging studies has C/O ratios
ranging from 10 to 32 by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (31)
with the oxygen atoms presumed to be on edge and defect sites.
Also, the amount of adsorbed protein was measured to cover 3–
46% of the GFN surface area, depending on conditions and
sample (SI Text). To investigate these effects, further CGMD
simulations of bilayer interaction with graphene flakes of dif-
ferent shapes and surface chemistry (different corner/edge
functionalizations and hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties) con-
firm that small graphene sheets tend to penetrate into the cell via
spontaneous piercing at their sharpest hydrophobic corner. A
series of calculations with different interaction parameters be-
tween graphene and lipid molecules are also performed to
demonstrate that the corner entry mode is robust within a broad
range of dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) parameters (SI
Text). We will show shortly that the nearly orthogonal orienta-
tion of a sharp graphene corner with respect to the bilayer
minimizes their interactive free energy and is the thermody-
namically preferred configuration even before penetration
begins.
We also performed CGMD simulations of large few-layer

graphene sheets interacting with lipid bilayers (Fig. 1 F–H). We
began by studying an ideal, atomically smooth, infinite graphene
edge interacting with lipid bilayers, but did not observe pene-
tration (SI Text, Fig. S6A, and Discussion). We realized that the
edges of experimentally fabricated graphene exhibit atomic-scale
roughness (Fig. 1E) as seen by atomically resolved scanning
tunneling microscopy (32–34), and most few-layer graphene
sheets also show very rough edges (see Fig. 4), as well as terraced
or beveled edge structures that become successively thinner to-
ward one of the two faces (35, 36). Fig. 1F shows a model ter-
raced edge structure created on a five-layer FLG flake
interacting with a bilayer. The simulation system consists of
a patch of bilayer with 2,016 lipid molecules and 133,052 water
molecules in a cubic box with dimensions of 24 nm × 48 nm ×
24 nm. The plate-like FLG, which has a ragged edge topography
mimicking those observed in experiments, is composed of five
atomic layers with an equilibrium interlayer distance of 0.34 nm
and placed initially at a distance about 3 nm above and or-
thogonal to the bilayer. Each graphene layer is assigned a dif-
ferent color. The first two and last two layers are set to be
symmetrical with respect to the midlayer. To mimic part of
a much larger structure for which Brownian motion is limited,
the top edge of the FLG is clamped and periodic boundary
conditions are imposed in all three dimensions of the simulation
box. The lipid bilayer undergoes Brownian motion in the vicinity
of the large graphene edge for 2.19 μs under the confinement of
a harmonic potential. The latter is then removed and the bilayer
membrane is set free to interact with the ragged graphene edge.

Fig. 1. (A–H) Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of interactions
between a lipid bilayer and (A–D) a small graphene flake or (E–H) a large five-
layer graphene sheet with staggered stacking and roughened edge topogra-
phy. (I) The normalized free energy of the system as a function of the graphene
orientation when one of the sharpest corners is fixed at a distance of 0.5 nm
above the bilayer. Note that A–D and F–H are time sequences; E is an experi-
mental graphene edge structure (34–36).
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It is seen that the FLG penetrates the bilayer despite its size,
starting with localized piercing at sharp protrusions along the
edge. The penetrated portion of the membrane then propagates
along the whole edge, resulting in full penetration (Movie S2). In
this process, the energy barrier to penetration is overcome by
local piercing at sharp corners along the nominally flat edge, and
the full penetration is driven by the attractive interaction be-
tween the graphene and the tail groups of lipids once initial
piercing is successful. We have tested the robustness of this entry
mode by carrying out further CGMD simulations on monolayer
or few-layer graphene flakes with an isolated protrusion or
a terrace or by initiating contact near a corner or a locally folded
edge (SI Text and Figs. S2–S7). The simulation results all show
similar pathways that are initiated by localized piercing at an
atomically thin graphene feature, which requires only thermal
energy to overcome the small barrier, followed by spreading and
complete penetration driven by hydrophobic forces between the
graphene and the bilayer core. We believe this entry mechanism
may be generic for cell uptake of all 2D hydrophobic nano-
materials with atomic-scale thickness. The importance of lo-
calized corner piercing for entry initiation can also be demon-
strated by carrying out simulations on ideal, atomically smooth,
infinite graphene edges without the irregular features observed
in real samples. In this case, our simulations show that the lipid
bilayer is repelled away from the graphene edge due to a com-
bination of a strong entry energy barrier and entropic inter-
actions between the bilayer and an atomically smooth graphene
edge (SI Text and Fig. S6A). This last simulation was done to
further demonstrate the importance of local piercing as the ini-
tiating event, but does not correspond to any known biological
exposure scenario, because it would require cell contact with
a uniform, atomically smooth, horizontally aligned, long-length
graphene edge structure that is difficult to achieve in practice.
Our simulations demonstrate local orthogonal piercing at

a sharp corner or asperity that initiates graphene penetration of
lipid bilayers. To better understand this behavior, we use the
thermodynamic integration (TI) technique (37) to calculate the
free energy of the system as a function of two orientation angles
ðθ;ϕÞ of a rhombic graphene flake when one of the sharp corners
of the flake is fixed at a distance of 0.4 nm above the bilayer (the
detailed implementation of the TI method is given in SI Text).
Here θ is the angle between the long diagonal axis of the flake
and the bilayer within the graphene plane and ϕ is the angle
between the vectors normal to the graphene plane and the
membrane plane (Fig. 1I). The free energy associated with or-
thogonal corner piercing ð908; 908Þ is set to 0 as a reference
value. Not surprisingly, the orientation ð308; 08Þ, which corresponds
to the graphene flake parallel to the bilayer plane, shows the
highest free energy because it induces the most severe confine-
ment of thermal motion in this configuration. We further nor-
malized the calculated free energy by its peak value at the
parallel configuration ð308; 08Þ. The plotted normalized free en-
ergy in Fig. 1I demonstrates that the orthogonal orientation
ð908; 908Þ exhibits the lowest free energy due to its weakest
confinement on the thermal motions of both membrane and
graphene (thereby maximizing the entropy of the system).

All-Atom Simulations. Our CGMD simulations suggest that lo-
calized corner piercing plays a critical role during the initial stage
of cell uptake of graphene. To determine the energy evolution
associated with such initial piercing events, further simulations
are conducted on an all-atom model of corner piercing of
a monolayer graphene flake across a bilayer patch of 1-palmitoyl-
2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) lipid in a box of
water molecules. The all-atom simulations are of two types. Type
I simulations are designed to test whether there exists a positive
driving force for piercing in an all-atom MD simulation. As
shown in Fig. 2A, a triangular graphene flake initially placed in
a corner-piercing configuration across the bilayer was observed
to spontaneously move downward, penetrating further into the
bilayer (Movie S3). In type II simulations, the energy barrier

associated with corner piercing is calculated by SMD simulations
(38), in which a graphene corner is pulled across the bilayer by
a virtual spring (see SI Text for more details). Fig. 2B shows the
graphene–bilayer interaction energy calculated from the SMD
simulations as a function of the penetration distance. The SMD
calculations confirm that the energy barrier is small, only ∼5kBT,
for the graphene corner to pierce through the top hydrophilic
head region of the bilayer. Shortly after this point, the total in-
teraction energy starts to decrease due to favorable interactions
between the lipid tails in the core of the bilayer and an ever-
increasing area of immersed graphene. Thus, both our CGMD
and all-atom simulations reveal that corner piercing involves
a small energy barrier comparable to thermal energy and is es-
sentially a spontaneous process.
Both CGMD and all-atom simulations indicate that the lipid

bilayer structure remains essentially intact upon graphene insertion
except that the hydrophobic tails of lipids are somewhat straight-
ened due to strong adhesion onto the side surfaces of graphene.
In a continuum description, the energy change accompanying
piercing can be expressed in terms of four variables: hH and hT
(thicknesses of the head and tail groups in the lipid monolayer, as
shown in Fig. 2C) and γH and γT (interaction energy densities
between one side surface of graphene and head and tail groups of
lipids relative to that between solvent and graphene). For a gra-
phene corner with an internal angle of 2α, the rate of energy
change during piercing can then be written as a piecewise function
of the penetration depth h as (SI Text)

∂E
∂h

=

8>><
>>:

4hγH tan α 0< h≤ hH
4½hHγH + ðh− hHÞγT �tan α hH < h≤ hH + 2hT
4½ðh− 2hTÞγH + 2hTγT �tan α hH + 2hT < h≤ 2hH + 2hT

8ðγHhH + γThTÞtan α 2hH + 2hT < h:

[1]

Our all-atom simulation shown in Fig. 2A indicates that there is
a positive driving force for the last regime of piercing, i.e.,
γHhH + γThT < 0. Under this condition, it can be seen that the
energy increases in the first regime, 0< h≤ hH , but decreases in

Fig. 2. All-atom molecular dynamics simulations of corner piercing of
a monolayer graphene across a lipid bilayer. (A) Simulations directly showing
that the corner piercing proceeds spontaneously. (B) Graphene–bilayer in-
teraction energy as a function of the penetration distance, showing the
existence of an energy barrier of about 5kBT associated with corner piercing.
The mean value of interaction energy is obtained from 11 independent
simulation runs and the error bars show SD. The relatively large fluctuations
of interaction energy at large penetration distance are mainly due to ran-
dom translational and rotational movements of graphene relative to the
bilayer membrane and random configurational changes of individual lipids
adjacent to the graphene. (C) Analytical model of corner piercing.
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both regimes hH + 2hT < h≤ 2hH + 2hT and 2hH + 2hT < h. The
energy peak occurs when the graphene tip lies in the hydropho-
bic core, hH < h≤ hH + 2hT , at a point defined by dE=dh= 0. This
gives the energy barrier for piercing as Ebarrier = 2ð1− γH=γTÞ
h2HγH tan α at a critical penetration depth of hcr = ð1− γH=γTÞhH .
The surface interaction energy densities γH and γH may be

estimated as γΗ = 7kBT · nm−2, γΗ = − 7kBT · nm−2 if they are
considered to be of the same order of magnitude as those be-
tween the hydrocarbon tail groups and water (39). Taking
hH = 0:5 nm and α= 458 shows that the energy barrier for corner
piercing is Ebarrier = 2ð1− γH=γTÞh2HγH tan α≈ 7kBT at a critical
penetration depth of hcr = ð1− γH=γTÞhH ≈ 1:0 nm. These num-
bers are in excellent agreement with the direct SMD simulation
results shown in Fig. 2B.
It may be tempting to make an analogy between graphene

corner piercing into a lipid bilayer described here and mechan-
ical piercing by stress concentration at sharp corners. However,
we emphasize that the former is an essentially spontaneous
process, whereas the latter is driven by an applied force.

Bioimaging Experiments. Figs. 3 and 4 present confocal fluorescent
and ex situ electron micrographs that confirm the MD pre-
dictions of edge/corner-first penetration and cell entry of few-
layer graphene microsheets. Lung epithelial cells and keratino-
cytes are representative of the epithelial lining of the respiratory
tract and the skin, respectively (40), and form flat, single-cell
monolayers in vitro (Fig. 3). Polarized epithelial cells have
a well-organized microtubular cytoskeletal network whereas

macrophages have a subcortical distribution of actin filaments
that can be visualized using indirect immunofluorescence con-
focal microscopy (Fig. 3 A–C, Insets). Plate-like graphene
microsheets are internalized by human lung epithelial cells (Fig.
3 A and B) and macrophages (Fig. 3C) and can be visualized
within the cytoplasm using confocal imaging. It is interesting that
the graphene basal planes show preferential orientation parallel
to the basolateral cell surface attached to the substrate. Plate-
like graphene microsheets physically disrupt the cytoskeletal
organization of both lung epithelial cells (Fig. 3 A and B) and
macrophages (Fig. 3C). In thin sections using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), some graphene microsheets can be
visualized within cytoplasmic vacuoles inside macrophages (Fig.
3D) and lung epithelial cells (Fig. 3E). The overall structure and
integrity of subcellular organelles are preserved as revealed by
TEM (Fig. 3 D and E), confirming our in vitro assays that show
preserved cell viability (SI Text and Fig. S8).
The imaging protocols used in Fig. 3 are useful to show gra-

phene internalization and orientation, but do not reveal the entry
mode. We therefore carried out shorter time exposures to cap-
ture the uptake process, using ex situ field-emission SEM of
target cells with the outer membrane enhanced by osmium te-
troxide postfixation. This imaging was carried out both with and
without critical point drying to check for drying artifacts. Fig. 4
shows high-resolution images of cell surfaces exposed to gra-
phene after 5 or 24 h. Edge-first or corner-first penetration of the
membrane is seen in all cases and for all three target cell types.
Fig. 4 C and D shows particularly clear cases of membrane
penetration that appears to have initiated at an asperity or pro-
trusion on the graphene edge (Fig. 4C) or initiated at a graphene
corner (Fig. 4D). Note that the edges of these sheets are ob-
served to be highly irregular (Fig. 4 A, C, and D) and provide
numerous sites for initial penetration as described in the mod-
eling (SI Text and Fig. S9). Internalization of these plate-like
graphene microsheets ranging in lateral dimension from 0.5 nm
up to 5 μm (Table S1) did not compromise cell viability at the
doses and time points used in these in vitro studies. More gen-
erally, however, inhaled nanoparticles can be associated with
adverse health effects (41) and Schinwald et al. (7) reported
that graphene nanoplatelets induced granuloma formation
and lung inflammation following pharyngeal aspiration in mice.
Intracellular uptake and cytoplasmic localization of plate-like
graphene nanomaterials may interfere with cytoskeleton organi-
zation (Fig. 3 A–C) and normal physiological functions including
polarized secretion (40), barrier formation (42), and cell migra-
tion during differentiation and repair of epithelial injury (43).
Internalization of nanoparticles by macrophages has been shown
to disrupt phagocytosis and clearance of particles and microbes
from the lungs (44, 45). Schinwald et al. (7) provide evidence that
graphene nanoplatelets are not readily cleared from the lungs and
induce release of proinflammatory mediators from macrophages.
Other studies report that graphene nanomaterials are bio-
compatible (46, 47), and much more work is needed before gra-
phene material health risks can be fully assessed.
In summary, coarse-grained molecular dynamics, all-atom

steered MD, analytical modeling, and live-cell and ex situ bio-
imaging were used to investigate the fundamental mechanisms of
graphene interactions with lipid bilayers. The simulations reveal
direct bilayer penetration that begins with localized piercing at
sharp corners or at protrusions along graphene edges followed by
propagation along the edge to achieve full penetration. For
a small graphene flake, Brownian motion and entropic driving
forces in the near-membrane region first position the flake or-
thogonal to the bilayer plane, which then leads to spontaneous
corner piercing. All-atom steered molecular dynamics simu-
lations track the free energy evolution during corner piercing and
reveal only a small energy barrier, comparable to kBT. In-
terestingly, in the absence of sharp corners or edge protrusions,
the cell membrane has a high intrinsic energy barrier against
penetration by long graphene edge segments even though they are
atomically thin. Such uniform, atomically smooth, horizontally

Fig. 3. Cellular uptake and internalization of few-layer graphene micro-
sheets. (A–C) Confocal images of human lung epithelial cells (A and B) and
mouse macrophages (C) exposed to graphene microsheets (0.5- to 25-μm
lateral dimension) after 24 h and 5 h, respectively. The nuclei in A and B are
visualized (blue fluorescence) with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI).
The microtubules of the lung epithelial cells (A and B) are visualized using
antitubulin beta antibodies conjugated with FITC (green fluorescence),
whereas the actin cytoskeleton of macrophages shown in C is visualized
using rhodamine–phalloidin (red fluorescence). In unexposed lung epithelial
cells (A and B, Inset), cytoplasmic microtubules (MT) form a linear network
spanning across the cytoplasm. Internalized graphene flakes (yellow arrows,
A and B) physically displace the linear microtubular network. In unexposed
macrophages (C, Inset), filamentous actin (F) is organized into aggregates
beneath the plasma membrane. Internalized graphene flakes with large
lateral dimension (yellow arrow, C) induce dense aggregates of actin fila-
ments whereas submicron graphene sheets (yellow arrowhead, C) do not
disrupt the actin cytoskeleton. Transmission electron micrographs of mac-
rophages (D) and lung epithelial cells (E) exposed to 10 ppm FLG sheets
(∼800 nm in lateral dimension) for 5 h and 24 h show localization in the
cytoplasm within membrane-bound vacuoles (blue Insets). Graphene
microsheets inside vacuoles appear as electron-dense linear sections (D, In-
set) or irregular flakes (E, Inset).
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aligned, long-length graphene edges are rare, however, so in
practice cell penetration is spontaneous due to the presence of
atomic- or nano-scale edge roughness that essentially eliminates
the energy barrier. Experimental imaging studies confirm gra-
phene penetration of cell membranes in a dominant edge-first or
corner-first mode for each of three cell types studied: lung epi-
thelial cells, keratinocytes, and macrophages. The experiments
also show penetration and successful uptake of GFN flakes as
large as 5–10 μm in lateral dimension, which supports the model
prediction that penetration activation barriers are not intrinsically
length dependent, because of initiation at local sharp features.
Once the initial energy barrier for spontaneous membrane pene-
tration has been overcome, we hypothesize that interaction be-
tween the hydrophobic basal surfaces of graphene microsheets
with the inner hydrophobic region of the plasma membrane pro-
motes cellular uptake. Hydrophobic surfaces are considered to
represent damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) that
nonspecifically activate the innate immune response (48). Hy-
drophobic cellular surfaces (49) and surface functionalized
nanoparticles (50) are more readily internalized and initiate more
potent innate immune responses than weakly charged, hydrophilic
surfaces. By this mechanism, we hypothesize that graphene
microsheets that penetrate into hydrophobic lipid domains may be
recognized as DAMPs by target cells that are the first line of
defense against particles and microbes deposited on the skin or on
the epithelial lining of the lungs following inhalation. The ability
of graphene microsheets with large lateral dimension to penetrate
and enter cells, documented here both experimentally and
through simulation, may lead to cytoskeletal disruption, impaired

cell motility, compromised epithelial barrier function, or other
geometric and steric effects that deserve further study.

Materials and Methods
Coarse-Grained MD Simulations. The coarse-grained simulations in this paper
are based on DPD, which is a Lagrangian method derived from coarse
graining of molecular dynamics (51) widely used as a mesoscopic simulation
method for biomembrane systems (52–55). The lipid bilayer membrane is
represented by the H3(T5)2 coarse-grained model (SI Text and Fig. S1) (51).
The hydrophilic lipid heads and hydrophobic lipid tails are shown as red and
yellow beads, respectively. A unit cell of CG graphene consists of three beads
with the nearest-neighbor distance of 0.4 nm and internal angle of 60°. The
interactions among the beads are chosen to keep elastic properties of CG
graphene consistent with experimental results (2, 56). The interaction
parameters between graphene and lipid molecules are calibrated against
parameters from all-atom MD simulations and also varied in a range to test
the robustness of key observations. The simulations are performed in the
number-volume-temperature (NVT) ensembles with the time step taken as
Δt = 0:003τ and carried out by using the software package LAMMPS (57).
More details of the method are given in SI Text.

All-Atom MD Simulations. The all-atom MD simulations were performed in
NAMD (58) and visualized in VMD (59). The graphene and the POPC lipid
bilayer membrane were generated using VMD Graphene Builder and
Membrane Builder, respectively. The graphene and lipid bilayer system was
then fully hydrated (adding water molecules), using VMD. The CHARMM36
force field (60) with added parameters for the graphene and TIP3 water
model was adopted in the simulations. The simulations were composed of
two equilibration steps and one production step. Because the lipid mem-
branes generated by the membrane plug-in of VMD were far from the
equilibrium state, an equilibrium run of 0.5 ns was carried out in which
everything except lipid tails was fixed. This first step allowed the lipid tails to
melt into a fluid-like configuration. In the second step, the systems were
equilibrated for about 2 ns in the number-pressure-temperature (NPT) en-
semble at temperature of 310 K and pressure of 1 atm. Next, the production
runs were performed as the third step. In all three steps of simulation, the
out-of-plane degrees of freedom of the carbon atoms of the graphene
flakes were restricted using harmonic constraints. Further details of the all-
atom simulations are given in SI Text.

Bioimaging Experiments. Experiments were conducted on three cell types:
murine macrophages, lung epithelial cells, and primary human keratinocytes.
The cells were exposed to commercial few-layer graphene microsheet sam-
ples with a range of lateral dimensions (0.5–10 μm) and layer numbers (4–25).
The FLG samples were dispersed using 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phocholine (DPPC) (Avanti Polar lipids)/albumin before addition into cell
culture medium (Fig. S10). One hundred microliters of graphene flakes in
a 5-mg/mL ethanol stock solution were added to 62 μL of a 40-mg/mL DPPC/
ethanol solution and vortexed for 5 s followed by addition of 838 μL PBS
containing 2% (vol/vol) albumin to produce a 500 μg/mL (ppm) graphene
stock solution containing 2.5 mg DPPC and 2% albumin/PBS. The amount of
adsorbed protein that results from application of this protocol was mea-
sured in separate control experiments and found to comprise 3–46% of the
GFN surface area, depending on conditions and sample (SI Text). For kera-
tinocytes, the graphene stock solution was diluted to 10 μg/mL graphene in
dermal cell basal medium containing keratinocyte growth supplements,
whereas RPMI 1640 served as a dilution medium for macrophages and lung
epithelial cells. Further details of the cultivation of three cell types are given
in SI Text.
Confocal fluorescence microscopy. Lung epithelial cells were exposed to gra-
phene flakes for 24 h. The cells were washed and stained with antitubulin
antibody conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) (Cell Signaling;
3623S) and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Macrophages were ex-
posed to graphene for 5 h as described above. The cells were washed and
stained with rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin and DAPI. Images were
visualized using a spinning-disk Olympus confocal fluorescence (Model IX81)
motorized inverted research microscope to assess uptake and cytoskeletal
organization.
Electron microscopy. For TEM sample preparation two different methods were
used to verify that graphene flakes are taken up by the cells. Cells were fixed
in Karnovsky’s fixative [5% (vol/vol) glutaraldehyde, 4% (vol/vol) formalde-
hyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4] (Electron Microscopy Sci-
ences; 11650) at 4 °C and then rinsed three times with 0.1 M sodium
cacodylate buffer and postfixed in 2% (vol/vol) aqueous osmium tetroxide

Fig. 4. Cell membrane interactions with graphene microsheets, showing
edge or corner penetration for each of three cell types. (A) Corner pene-
tration observed for a graphene sheet of micrometer-scale lateral dimension
on the surface of a human lung epithelial cell at low and high magnification.
(B) Edge penetration of multiple microsheets (G) into a macrophage (M). (C)
Edge penetration for a 5-μm sheet interacting with primary human kerati-
nocytes, in which the edge entry appears to have been nucleated at an as-
perity or protrusion (thick yellow arrow). (D) Corner penetration mode at
the surface of a primary human keratinocyte. The tilted, upright orientation
of the graphene sheet produces subtle e-beam shadows immediately adja-
cent to the sheet in some images. Highly irregular edge topography is seen
on essentially all graphene sheets. All images are field-emission scanning
electron micrographs of fixed cells with osmium tetroxide postfixation. Ex-
posure times are 24 h except for that of macrophages, which is a 5-h ex-
posure. Cells in A and B were not subjected to critical point drying during
sample preparation for scanning electron microscopy. The graphene micro-
sheets here and in Fig. 3 have layer numbers that range from 4 to 25. (Scale
bars, 2 μm.)
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(Electron Microscopy Sciences; RT 19152). Samples were dehydrated in ice-
cold, graded ethanol solutions and then in ice-cold anhydrous acetone.
Infiltration of specimens was achieved using Durcupan ACM resin (Electron
Microscopy Sciences) with decreasing proportions of acetone and finally
Durcupan alone. Cells were embedded in Durcupan and polymerized at 60 °C
for 48 h. Cell blocks were thin sectioned at 80 nm on a Reichert Ultracut Ul-
tramicrotome with either a diamond knife (untreated cells) or a glass knife.
Sections were placed on copper grids and viewed on a Philips 410 transmission
electron microscope equipped with an Advantage HR CCD camera. Images
were acquired with Advanced Microscopy Techniques imaging software. In-
tracellular localization of graphene nanosheets was also confirmed by sec-
tioning cells grown in monolayer on glass coverslips. For scanning electron

microscopy, cells were postfixed in 2% (vol/vol) aqueous osmium tetroxide for
30 min followed by dehydration in 25% (vol/vol), 50% (vol/vol), 70% (vol/vol),
2 × 95% (vol/vol), and 3 × 100% (vol/vol) ethanol. After critical point drying
according to the manufacturer’s directions (Ladd Research), the coverslips
were sputter coated with gold and viewed using field-emission SEM (LEO
1530-VP). More details of the method are given in SI Text.
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